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ENOUGH

LYRICS

Trapped
Verse:

Breakdown:

This mind‘s a trap
Senses wrapped
No escape, concluded

This ain‘t a condition
Bloody words of wisdom
Can‘t someone give me a break?

Every breath
leads to death
Oh I know
It‘s crooked

Oh I feel it ending
All my thoughts depending
On the moment, I‘ll awake

Pre Chorus:
Will I ever get
Recovery?

Chorus:
I‘m trapped
Am I coming home?
Is it over now?
Trapped
I am ready now
for coming home

Verse:
This desease
Guides my sleep
No chance for resistance
Rusted blood
In my heart
This is no existance

Pre chorus:
Oh I really need
Recovery!

Chorus:
I‘m trapped
Am I coming home?
Is it over now?
Trapped
I am ready now
For coming home
Kick it

Aaah!
WHEN WILL I AWAKE?!

Chorus:
I‘m trapped
Am I coming home?
Is it over now?
Trapped
I am ready now
For coming home

Outro:
WHEN WILL I AWAKE?!

What You Want
Verse:

Chorus:

Here I go again
(In my head)
Worst place to be
but I’m in it
Everyday I’m searching for an end

Take back what you said
Is this what you wanted?
You need to stop
Wake me up
From this pain in my head

Is there more to it
I am losing grip
Trying to find a fucking exit
There‘s no solution to be fit

I just cannot be
What you want me to be
(One step ahead)
Just one step ahead to concede

Chorus:

Please don’t overrate me
Please don’t overrate me

Take back what you said
Is this what you wanted?
You need to stop
Wake me up
From this pain in my head
I just cannot be
What you want me to be
(One step ahead)
just one step ahead to concede

Verse:
Have you ever felt lost?
Have you ever been torn?
Have you every wished you
Would have never been born?
Do you know what it feels like
To fight
Your whole life

Bridge:
Please don‘t overrate me
Please don‘t leave me empty

Conspiracy
Verse:

Pre chorus:

There‘s no mistake
That can‘t be solved away
Blind slaves in a
Dead mind-conspiracy
Never denied a single
Word they preached
Walking in line
Liberty - too far to reach

Behold
The truth
Has not been told
Unfold
We‘ll bring our
Hope back home

Their lies won‘t guide us
No more taking the violence
You can‘t define us
Let us unite
Where the borders divide us

What you seed
Is what you get
It‘s too late you can‘t run away
We‘ll tower up against ‚em!

Pre chorus:
Behold
The truth
Has not been told
Unfold
This shit is getting old

Chorus:
What you seed
Is what you get
It‘s too late you can‘t run away
We‘ll tower up against em
What you seed
Is what you get
It‘s too late you can‘t run away
We‘ll tower up against em

Verse:
Consequences never
Came to speak
No tolerance
For your pointed out enemies
Fire guns like they‘re born to bleed
Tell me again
Who‘s the victim?
Piece of shit!
These veins are bloodless
No more twisting the justice
Forever mistrusted
We won‘t give in till the
Moment you‘re busted

Chorus:

What you seed
Is what you get
It‘s too late you can‘t run away
We‘ll tower up against them!

Bridge:
It takes a while to understand
Your mind has been poisend
Blame!
Me, i‘m the enemy
BLAME ME!
Demaged
Demaged
Misguided brain
Savage
Savage
The truth is insane!
BLAME!
ME!
I‘M THE ENEMY!
BLAME!
ME!
I‘M THE ENEMY!

Enough
Verse:

Bridge:

This I must confess
My life‘s a mess
How could I get used to this
Loneliness
Well I guess
My life is worthless

THIS LIFE AIN‘T MORE
THAN A SHIT LOAD OF FAILURE!

Turn those eyes from me
cause I can‘t take it
Turn your back on me
Just like you always did

Chorus:
I‘m breaking up
I‘ve had enough
a broken path
This is all that I have

Chorus:
I‘m breaking up
I‘ve had enough
a broken path
This is all that I have
I‘m giving up
I‘m out of luck
This is all I can take
I‘ve had ENOUGH!

Verse:
Honest peace
Something I will not achieve
And now I‘m back down
on my knees
Trying to push away
what is left of me
Hope to find cure for those fears
Help me I‘m drowning in my tears
All that I need is to be free

Chorus:
I‘m breaking up
I‘ve had enough
a broken path
This is all that I have
I‘m giving up
I‘m out of luck
This is all I can take
I‘ve had ENOUGH!

FAILURE!
FUCK!

I‘m giving up
I‘m out of luck
This is all I can take
I‘ve had ENOUGH!
I‘VE HAD ENOUGH
ENOUGH
I‘VE HAD ENOUGH

Riot
Intro:

We can start a

RIOT!
RIOT!

RIOT!
RIOT!

RIOT!

(RIOT!)

Verse:

Chrous:

Main catastrophe!
Hated words they preach
I can feel it burning

RAISE YOUR FLAG
WE‘RE TAKING BACK
WHAT THEY‘VE STOLEN
WE BROKE THEM BEFORE

Beneath my skin
All those years pretend
This sickness will not end
As long as we forget that

RAISE YOUR FLAG
WE‘RE STRAIGHT ON THE TRACK
AND THIS HATE
THIS HATE MEANS WAR!

We can start a

Breakdown:

Riot!
Riot!

WE‘VE SEEN THIS BEFORE
THIS MEANS WAR
WE‘VE SEEN THIS BEFORE

(Riot!)

Chrous:

Chrous:

RAISE YOUR FLAG
WE‘RE TAKING BACK
WHAT THE‘VE STOLEN
WE BROKE THEM BEFORE

RAISE YOUR FLAG
WE‘RE TAKING BACK
WHAT THEY‘VE STOLEN
WE BROKE THEM BEFORE

RAISE YOUR FLAG
WE‘RE STRAIGHT ON THE TRACK
AND THIS HATE
THIS HATE MEANS WAR!

RAISE YOUR FLAG
WE‘RE STRAIGHT ON THE TRACK
AND THIS HATE
THIS HATE MEANS WAR!

THIS IS A RIOT!

THIS IS A RIOT!

Verse:

WE‘VE SEEN THIS BEFORE!

Story repeats
And all we do is taking seats
Encouragement is what we need
This isn‘t how we suppose to treat the weak
Oh fuck this hypocrisy

THIS MEANS WAR

Violence
Will not end
As long as we forget that

WE‘VE SEEN THIS BEFORE...

Sink Or Swim
Verse:

Pre-Chorus:

Welcome!
It‘s the start of the end
There‘s no turn
Cause we know
How it‘s ending
Can‘t you see
It is useless
No healing bruises
Is the denying worth it?

Blame!
Who you want for your vomit
Say!
What you need ‚bout your prophets
This is the truth
Our life‘s ain‘t solid

Pre-Chorus:
Blame!
Who you want for your vomit
Say!
What you need ‚bout your prophets
Noone‘ s gonna save us!
Get over it!

So face it and fuck it!

Chorus:
Sink or swim
Don‘t you understand
The meaning
Of this plot you‘re in?

Stop spreading bullshit!

Sink or swim
You won‘t understand
The meaning
Of this plot you‘re in!

Chorus:

Breakdown:

Sink or swim
Don‘t you understand
The meaning
Of this plot you‘re in?

SINK OR SWIM!

Sink or swim
You won‘t understand
The meaning
Of this plot you‘re in!

Verse:
Has the fear of death
stunned your senses?
Clear mind, own view- rareness
What did you expect
From a coward pack?
Profit‘s the only interest

If you really wanna preach
get down on your fucking
knees and say this:
I‘M MY OWN SAVIOR!
THE ONLY ONE TO
SAVE ME FROM THOSE
LIARS!
AHHHHH!

Chorus:
Sink or swim
Don‘t you understand
The meaning
Of this plot you‘re in?
Sink or swim
You won‘t understand
The meaning
Of this plot you‘re in!

Outro:
GOD DAMN LIARS!

You Make Me Sick
Intro:

Chorus:

your face makes me sick
your face makes me sick
your face makes me sick

SICK!
SICK!
SICK!

AND I‘M SO FUCKING DONE
WITH IT!

AND I‘M SO FUCKING DONE

You Make Me Sick!

SICK!
SICK!
SICK!
And I’m so fucking done

Verse:
Step back, step back you fuck
Can‘t stand the way you talk
every breath you take is a breath too much
(So shut the fuck up)
Your face, clenched fists
No match better fits
Give me a reason to resist
bow down bitch

Chorus:
SICK!
SICK!
SICK!
AND I‘M SO FUCKING DONE
SICK!
SICK!
SICK!
And I’m so fucking done

Verse:
Silence!
Is better than bullshit,
dumb fuck, get it?
I can‘t control what I say but I fucking mean it!
(Deal with it)
Your words are nonsense
I am willed by violence
This is the game
(We‘re meant to play)
Hatred!

Bridge:
your face makes me sick
your face makes me sick
your face makes me sick
and I‘m so fucking done
WITH IT!
YOU MAKE ME SICK!
SICK!
SICK!
SICK!
I’M SO FUCKING DONE
SICK!
SICK!
SICK!
YOU MAKE ME SICK
YOU MAKE ME SICK
YOU MAKE ME SICK
YOU MAKE ME SICK!

Sorry Not Sorry
Verse:

Chorus:

Wake up wake up
Leave this village in dark
It is time to give it up

Sorry not sorry
I should be
You could be angry now
I know
I know

There‘s no point to this pain
Every statement‘s the same
Claim the truth is settled up
It is not

(But I don‘t give a fuck at all)

We‘re like villains on missions,
Follow different ambitions
Till the lines cut us in half
I think the silence speaks for itself
We lost the lie we once had

lonely
So lonely
You should be
Cause now you‘re left alone
I know
I know

Lost our track

Bridge:

But I won‘t look back

For every day you forced me to
Put my trust into you
I failed
but you failed
Too!

Chorus:
Sorry not sorry
I should be
You could be angry now
I know
I know
(But I don‘t give a fuck at all)
lonely
So lonely
You should be
Cause now you‘re left alone
I know
I know
Look who‘s dying now!

Verse:
Did you forget?
Every promise you made
Looking back
You regret?
Every step in the circle we built
There‘s no return when
the passion is killed
Wreck my walls, push to fall
Till your eyes reveal your guilt
If you don‘t mind
than I don‘t mind to fucking quit
I waste my night for one last time
And make it quick
This skin is thick

Chorus:
Sorry not sorry
I should be
You could be angry now
I know
I know
(But I don‘t give a fuck at all)
lonely
So lonely
You should be
Cause now you‘re left alone
I know
I know

Outro:
Your heart turned to stone!
I‘m not sorry at all!
I’M NOT SORRY AT ALL!

Alive
Intro:

Breakout:

What can I say
It just feels like getting older
Every piece of me
Fades away

ERASE! YOUR FATE!
THERE‘S NO OTHER PATH
TO MAKE IT
SAVE YOURSELF!

Hard to speak
Though this pain is getting bolder
You can‘t burry me
Burry me...

Chorus:

BURRY ME!

Verse:
Within this very moment
Within the fears you hide
Remains a spark
Guides through the dark
Is worth to fight

Chorus:
Erase your fate
We can‘t all give in
Can‘t all give in
And break these chains
We can‘t all give in
ALL GIVE IN!

Verse:
Covered hope with darkness
Till your brain collapsed
This life was ment to end but
This time you won‘t accept!
For every single day you struggled
For every bit of strength you doubt
Can you save yourself?
can you stay alive?

Chorus:
Erase your fate
We can‘t all give in
Can‘t all give in
And break these chains
We can‘t all give in
CAN‘T ALL GIVE IN!

Erase your fate
We can‘t all give in
Can‘t all give in
And break these chains
We can‘t all give in
ALL GIVE IN
Erase
(Within this very moment)
Your fate
(Within the fears you hide)
We can‘t all give in
(Remains a spark)
Can‘t all give in
(Guides through the dark, is worth to fight)
And break
(For every single day you struggled)
These chains
(For every bit of strenght you doubt)
We can‘t all give in
(You can save yourself)
YOU CAN STAY ALIVE!

One More Round
Verse:

Chorus:

This is your last
damn chance
To make your way straight
Trough the entrance
Don‘t let ‚em
break your neck again

Is it hard to breath?
With this pain you‘re in
You‘re in!

as they beat you out
No thought holds a doubt
You will make it
off the ground

Pre Chorus:
ONE MORE ROUND
ONE MORE

Chorus:
Is it hard to breath?
With this pain you‘re in
You‘re in!
Is it hard to see?
That there‘s more to it
There’s more to it!

Verse:
Fight! Until you collapse
Free yourself
like you always wanted
This time
You keep holding track
As your pride falls down
Lights are fading out
Their hate lifts you
off the ground

Pre Chorus:
ONE MORE ROUND
ONE MORE

Is it hard to see
That there‘s more to it
There’s more to it!

Breakdown:
Run!
Run!
Till you’re numb!
Don‘t you give up!
Till you’re numb
You’re numb

Chorus:
Is it hard to breath?
In this pain you‘re in
You‘re in!
Is it hard to see
That there‘s more to it
There’s more to it!
ONE MORE ROUND!
ONE MORE FUCKING

